
Review



Part 1
T R U E  /  F A L S E



Activities like changing

our clothes,

masturbating, or other

sexual activities are

something we should do in

public places, like at

the mall, in the park, or

on the bus.

TRUE/FALSE

QUESTION 1



Activities like changing

our clothes,

masturbating, or other

sexual activities are

something we should do in

private places, like in

our own bedroom or

bathroom.

FALSE

ANSWER 1

SEPTEMBER 23, 2020



In order to prevent an

unplanned pregnancy, we

should use both condoms

and some form of birth

control when having sex.

TRUE / FALSE

QUESTION 2



In order to prevent an

unplanned pregnancy, we

should use both condoms

and some form of birth

control when having

sex.

TRUE

ANSWER 2



While watching

pornography ("porn"), it

is important to remember

that it is not real. The

people on screen are

actors and it does not

always reflect what sex

looks like in real life.

TRUE/FALSE

QUESTION 3



While watching

pornography ("porn"), it

is important to remember

that it is not real. The

people on screen are

actors and it does not

always reflect what sex

looks like in real life.

TRUE

ANSWER 3

SEPTEMBER 23, 2020



If someone sends us a

sexual text message (or

a "sext"), we should

share what they sent us

with all of our friends.

TRUE / FALSE

QUESTION 4



Do not forward or share

texts that are meant

for you. Sharing sexts

may be considered

cyberbullying and may

be against the law.

Remember to be

respectful, like you

would treat the person

if you were face-to-

face.

FALSE

ANSWER 4

07



When we are having

difficult feelings, we

can use different

strategies to cheer us up

or help us relax and feel

more calm. For example,

we could do an activity

we enjoy or talk to

someone we trust.

TRUE/FALSE

QUESTION 5



When we are having

difficult feelings, we

can use different

strategies to cheer us up

or help us relax and feel

more calm. For example,

we could do an activity

we enjoy or talk to

someone we trust.

TRUE

ANSWER 5

SEPTEMBER 23, 2020



We all have the right to

make decisions. We can

make decisions that are

different to the

decisions other people

make and we can change

our mind if we want to.

TRUE / FALSE

QUESTION 6



TRUE

ANSWER 6

07

We all have the right to

make decisions. We can

make decisions that are

different to the

decisions other people

make and we can change

our mind if we want to.



Abuse is unacceptable and

is never the fault of the

person being abused. 

TRUE/FALSE

QUESTION 7



TRUE

ANSWER 7

SEPTEMBER 23, 2020

Abuse is unacceptable and

is never the fault of the

person being abused. 

Remember: if you are

being abused, it is not

your fault and you should

talk to someone you trust

as soon as you can.



In order to be in a

romantic or intimate

relationship (have a

boyfriend/girlfriend,

etc.) both people must

talk and agree that they

are in the relationship

together.

TRUE / FALSE

QUESTION 8



TRUE

ANSWER 8

07

In order to be in a

romantic or intimate

relationship (have a

boyfriend/girlfriend,

etc.) both people must

talk and agree that they

are in the relationship

together.



Even if we didn't have a

good time on a first date

with someone, we have to

go on a second date with

them if they ask. 

TRUE/FALSE

QUESTION 9



FALSE

ANSWER 9

SEPTEMBER 23, 2020

We get to make choices

about who we want to go

on dates with. If we

don't want to go on

another date with

someone, we do not have

to, no matter what our

reason is. Dates should

be fun for everyone

involved!



The internet can be a

fun place, but we take

steps to make sure we

are using the internet

safely.

TRUE / FALSE

QUESTION 10



TRUE

ANSWER 10

07

The internet can be a

fun place, but we take

steps to make sure we

are using the internet

safely.



There is only one way to

have sex. 

TRUE/FALSE

QUESTION 11
 



FALSE

ANSWER 11

SEPTEMBER 23, 2020

There is no one "right"

way to have sex. Sexual

activity can look

different for everyone.

What is important is that

any sexual activity we do

should feel good and

pleasurable for everyone

involved.



It can be hard to tell

if we have a sexually

transmitted infection

(STI) because many do

not show any symptoms.

This is why it is

important to get STI

tested regularly.

TRUE / FALSE

QUESTION 12



TRUE

ANSWER 12

07

It can be hard to tell

if we have a sexually

transmitted infection

(STI) because many do

not show any symptoms.

This is why it is

important to get STI

tested regularly.



Part 2
M U L T I P L E  C H O I C E

08



sexuality

totally

inappropriate

sexually

tranmitted

infection

A

B

C

D

What does STI stand for?

Multiple Choice
QUESTION 13

09sexually

transmitted

interpreter

simple

trade

importing



What does STI stand for?

Multiple Choice
ANSWER 13

sexuality

totally

inappropriate

sexually

tranmitted

infection

A

B

C

D

sexually

transmitted

interpreter

simple

trade

importing



Self-confidence is the value you give

yourself as a person. Which of these

options is a good way to improve your

self-confidence?

Multiple Choice
QUESTION 14

doing an

activity we

enjoy and think

we are good at

surrounding

ourselves with

kind and

supportive

people

A

B

C

D

taking care

of our body

with healthy

food and

exercise

all of the

above



Self-confidence is the value you give

yourself as a person. Which of these

options is a good way to improve your

self-confidence?

Multiple Choice
ANSWER 14

doing an

activity we

enjoy and think

we are good at

surrounding

ourselves with

kind and

supportive

people

A

B

C

D

taking care

of our body

with healthy

food and

exercise

all of the

above



What does LGBTQ stand for?

Multiple Choice
QUESTION 15

lesbian

gay

bisexual

transgender

queer/questioning

lettuce

goes 

bad

too

quickly

A

B

C

D

love

games

best

to 

quit

less

girls &

boys 

taking

quests



What does LGBTQ stand for?

Multiple Choice
ANSWER 15

lesbian

gay

bisexual

transgender

queer/questioning

lettuce

goes 

bad

too

quickly

A

B

C

D

love

games

best

to 

quit

less

girls &

boys 

taking

quests



What is the first stage of any

relationship?

Multiple Choice
QUESTION 16

getting married

getting to know

ourselves and

understanding

what we want

A

B

C

D

meeting and

getting to know

someone

going on dates 



What is the first stage of any

relationship?

Multiple Choice
ANSWER 16

getting married

getting to know

ourselves and

understanding

what we want

A

B

C

D

meeting and

getting to know

someone

going on dates 



Which of these is NOT something that

happens to males during puberty?

Multiple Choice
QUESTION 17 pubic hair begins

to grow

penis and

testicles grow

A

B

C

D

menstruation

("periods") begin

erections begin

to happen



Which of these is NOT something that

happens to males during puberty?

Menstruation ("periods") happen in female

bodies.

Multiple Choice
ANSWER 17 pubic hair begins

to grow

penis and

testicles grow

A

B

C

D

menstruation

("periods") begin

erections begin

to happen



Which of these statements about consent is

true?

Multiple Choice
QUESTION 18 consent is making

decisions about

our bodies

everyone has the

right to consent

(or not consent)

to any type of

physical touch

A

B

C

D

consent is one of

the most important

parts of any

relationship

all are true



Which of these options describes

"consent"?

Multiple Choice
ANSWER 18 consent is making

decisions about

our bodies

everyone has the

right to consent

(or not consent)

to any type of

physical touch

A

B

C

D

consent is one of

the most important

parts of any

relationship

all are true



Which of these is an example of an

unhealthy relationship?

Multiple Choice
QUESTION 19 loving and caring

for each other

being pressured

to do things you

don't like or

don't want to do

A

B

C

D

being able to be

yourself around

the other person

respecting each

other's choices



Which of these is an example of an

unhealthy relationship?

Multiple Choice
ANSWER 19 loving and caring

for each other

being pressured

to do things you

don't like or

don't want to do

A

B

C

D

being able to be

yourself around

the other person

respecting each

other's choices



Which of these is a good way to keep

yourself safe when online dating?

Multiple Choice
QUESTION 20

meet in a public

place when meeting

for the first time

think carefully

before

posting/sending

photos

A

B

C

D

do not share
personal contact
information
(address,
passwords, bank
information)

all of the above



Which of these is a good way to keep

yourself safe when online dating?

Multiple Choice
ANSWER 20

meet in a public

place when meeting

for the first time

think carefully

before

posting/sending

photos

A

B

C

D

do not share
personal contact
information
(address,
passwords, bank
information)

all of the above



Which of these private body parts is found

in both the male and female body?

Multiple Choice
QUESTION 21

anus testicles

("balls")
A

B

C

Dclitoris vulva



Which of these private body parts is found

in both the male and female body?

Multiple Choice
ANSWER 21

anus testicles

("balls")
A

B

C

Dclitoris vulva



Which of these are ways that we could ask

for consent during sexual activities?

Multiple Choice
QUESTION 22

"Can I kiss you?"
"I really want to

try this, is that

okay?"

A

B

C

D
"I'd really like to
touch you, is that
okay?

all are correct



Which of these are ways that we could ask

for consent during sexual activities?

Multiple Choice
ANSWER 22

"Can I kiss you?"
"I really want to

try this, is that

okay?"

A

B

C

D
"I'd really like to
touch you, is that
okay?

all are correct



Part 3
F I L L  I N  T H E  B L A N K ( S )



Name four examples of non-verbal

communication.

1.

2.

3.

4.

QUESTION 23

Non-Verbal
Lanugage



Name four examples of non-verbal

communication.

1.making eye contact

2.nodding/shaking head

3.facial expressions

4.high-five

ANSWER 23

Non-Verbal
Lanugage

hugging

shaking hand

pat on shoulder 

smiling/frowning

There are many ways we use

non-verbal language.

Other possible answers include:



What are a few ways we can

take care of our personal

hygiene?

1.

2.

3.

4.

QUESTION 24

Hygiene from
head to toe



What are a few ways we can

take care of our personal

hygiene?

1.washing hair

2.brushing/flossing teeth

3.washing hands often

4.wearing clean clothes

ANSWER 24

Hygiene from
head to toe

shaving/waxing hair

trimming nails

showering/bathing

using menstrual hygiene

products

There are many ways we can

take care of our personal

hygiene.

Other possible answers include:



What are some reasons we

might choose to end a

relationship ("break up")?

1.

2.

3.

4.

QUESTION 25

Ending a
Relationship



What are some reasons we

might choose to end a

relationship ("break up")?

1.drifting apart over time

2.arguing/fighting more often

3. being unfaithful/cheating

4. any form of abuse/violence

ANSWER 25

Ending a 
Relationship

having different future plans/goals

not enjoying spending time together

anymore

feeling unhappy most of the time

while together

There are many reasons we might

choose to end a relationship.

Other possible answers include:



WELL
DONE!


